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Editorial: Learning from failures in game design for children

The game industry has been expanding exponentially in the past decades, mainly by making games more appealing to a wider audience. Initially, computer games were designed for the mass market. Nowadays, the game market has started to attract new audiences with different needs and skills. This resulted in a rapidly growing new generation of games with a serious purpose and real world relevance, beyond pure entertainment, e.g., to raise awareness, to influence attitudes and behavior, to transfer educational content, or train professional competences [1]. However, many of these ‘serious’ games for children have been criticized for being unable to achieve the goal of offering a compelling game experience (e.g., [2–4]). Furthermore, it is a well-established fact in academia and research that there is still a publication bias, when well-executed studies with null results (e.g., there is no significant differences), negative results, or disappointing results (effects that may be positive but of little practical significance) do not find their way into the archival literature (e.g., in medical informatics [5] or game studies on aggressive behavior [6]). While editorial decisions may definitely play a role, research has shown that the main cause is to be brought back onto the authors themselves, who seem to be hesitant about submitting negative results for publication [7].

The number of studies that provide a deeper understanding of the complex process of the design of games is limited. Consequently, mistakes that were made during the process of game design and development are likely to be repeated and the complexity of the design process is underestimated [1]. This is particularly true for serious games designed for children. The type of the games and the particularities of the envisioned target group confront researchers and designers with additional methodological, theoretical and procedural challenges. Therefore, this special issue will explicitly address the various challenges when designing games for and with children. We believe this special issue is timely, as game researchers and designers should be able to benefit from the insights gained through previous work and valuable lessons are shared. It will allow our young research field to mature more easily and engage in more ambitious future work that significantly contributes to the current body of knowledge on game design for children.

This special issue is the outcome of a workshop that was undertaken at the Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI) 2013 [1]. A total of 18 researchers participated in the workshop with a wide range of game design related expertise, including but not limited to aspects as design, development, effectiveness, player experiences, child-friendliness, school-appropriateness, implementation, graphics, and project management. The workshop format was structured as a World Café (also called Knowledge Café) [8], which is a simple, effective, and flexible format for hosting large group discussions. Through a critical reflection on failures and challenges encountered in (serious) game design research with and/or for children, we identified best practices and formulated lessons learned for each of the major design phases, including the requirements analysis, conceptualization, design, development, deployment, and validation phases. Throughout the workshop, the aim and motto became to “fail differently the next time”. In the following, we briefly summarize the outcomes of the workshop. These were derived from game design projects with/for children, but might also be relevant for other projects as they mainly address more procedural and structural issues when developing with and for end users.

**Requirements analysis:** Based on our experiences in the requirements analysis phase, we learned that the particularities of project proposal writing often force project partners to promise more than they can realize. As there is a lot to gain during this initial phase (e.g., in terms of money, responsibilities, or ownership of the results), it is not unlikely that partners emphasize their expertise and strengths more than they confess their weaknesses. Therefore, our first lesson learned argues for transparency and concreteness from the very outset of a study, by making realistic promises (e.g., using concrete examples of what will be delivered) and presenting a fair overview of one’s own strengths and weaknesses. By doing so, we will foster more successful collaborations in interdisciplinary game design teams where collaboration and feedback loops between the various stakeholders are the key to success.

**Game conceptualization:** The discussion on the game conceptualization phase has revealed the fact that often technology drives game projects, which seem to be pragmatic. For instance, technological components have to be ordered (and budgeted) at the beginning of the project and even some calls from funding agencies stipulate the use of certain types of technologies. Consequently, the game conceptualization tends to focus on the specifics of the technological features rather than a thorough discussion on what the developers should aim to design for. The underlying question is then whether the technology is only a means to an end or an end in itself. We argue that the discussions around the technologies should be reframed by answering the question to which extent it contributes to the design problem statement. Therefore, we advise future researchers to plan several feedback loops between the analysis and conceptualization phase in order not to be distracted by technological issues and maintain focus on the main design goal.

**Game design:** A lot of the discussions on the game design process were centered on the role of children and other end users in this phase. We learned that many researchers struggle with the balance...
between consulting end users to inform the design on one hand and deciding what to do with their input on the other. Our lesson learned is that we should not consider end users as equal design partners. Users do not always know what is best for them or do not have specialized (domain) knowledge that is required in (serious) game design. However, prioritizing the role of the game design experts does not mean that we should stop collaborating with end users.

Game development: Our discussions revealed that game developers understand and implement a game in terms of functions (i.e., the gameplay—balancing game controls, challenges, narrative, etc.) rather than tasks that end user should fulfill in the game (e.g., practice certain mathematical skills). For example, in the Monkey Tales game, children can practice mathematics in arcade games where a player has to divide the attention across different tasks such as solving the exercises as fast as possible but also avoiding slime that makes movements immobile for a few seconds in order to have a challenging game. To avoid misinterpretation due to a possible discrepancy, we advise all involved partners to sit together and discuss the game concept in detail in order to have a shared understanding of what should be developed in terms of tasks and how in terms of functions (goals vs. mechanics). Another issue that seems to occur very often is that game developers are not fully aware of the impact of (even small) design imposed upon the player (e.g., missing instructions). Therefore, we advise to plan sufficient player testing and closely involve the game developers in these evaluations so that the problems that can make a difference, in terms of player experience are found in early design stages and easily revised.

Game deployment: As for the game deployment, our discussion revealed that deployment is often not considered to be research and hence not budgeted or not sufficiently accounted for. However, game deployment is a crucial part of the game design process and of utmost importance for validation. Therefore, our advice is that if we cannot do it, it should be outsourced and a budget should be dedicated to do so. Additionally, it is important to be prepared that technology will not work or not be used in the intended way. Hence, another lesson learned is to design for human failure and prepare a back-up plan (with a feasible risk management strategy).

Game validation: So far, we are still facing too many user evaluation studies that lack sufficient depth and only describe ‘how the users liked it’. We encourage game researcher to evaluate (serious) games with scientific rigor, i.e., employing methods that have been validated to test games and involve children in this process. Additionally, not only short term but also long term effects need to be investigated (e.g., with repeated measurements). When experiencing the pressure to find a statistically significant effect, it is important to keep in mind that the validation phase is not primarily intended as a marketing tool but is part of the game design and development process. In order to investigate the ecological validity, it is important to combine qualitative and quantitative data and validate what children learned with the game (i.e., if requirements from the first phase were met).

The workshop called for submissions that enable learning from failures and challenges in serious game design with children. For this special issue, we selected three papers that report upon studies with experiences from using participatory design within serious game design, advancing the requirements analysis for serious games and investigating adaptive item sequencing to provide learning content adapted to the knowledge level of the learner:

- Participatory Design (PD) has become widely popular within the interaction design community with so far little influence within serious game design processes. Khaled and Vasalou share their experiences of using PD during the design process of a serious game (e.g., reflecting on the shortcomings of different methods and proposing a novel PD method that leverages two fundamental qualities of serious games, i.e., domain expertise and procedure, to scaffold players’ knowledge and co-design serious games).
- A requirement analysis is needed before defining the scenarios of a serious game. In plenary sessions with the different stakeholders (i.e., coming from different disciplines and having different experiences), guidance is needed to have focused and effective sessions to identify and clarify many different issues that could influence the serious game. De Troyer and Janssens introduce a tablet app usable by non-technical stakeholders that they have developed to better support the requirement analysis phase.
- In order to provide adaptive gameplay that is based on learners’ domain knowledge, accurate estimates of the difficulty of the content are required. However, estimates obtained via pen-and-paper ratings or via teacher ratings are not always reliable. The goal of the study of Maertens, Vandewaetere, Cornillie, and Desmet is to compare difficulty ratings from end users and experts in order to acquire reliable estimates of the difficulty of the mathematics rules offered in the game Monkey Tales. The results suggest a double format effect: not only the gaming format adds difficulty to educational content, but also the format the educational content is presented in a game is likely to add difficulty, which affects learners in-game performance.

Khaled and Ingram [9] illustrate the inherently messy nature and complex process of serious game design as a practice in terms of project organization, technology, domain knowledge, user research, and game design being essential for a successful (serious) game. The selected papers provide valuable insights in the complex process of designing serious games with/for children to learn from, in order to avoid researchers and practitioners repeating their past mistakes. We are aware that our lessons learned with children’s games are more general and the selected papers are just a starting point for further discussions and contributions of the games community. For the future, we wish to see more reflections regarding failures and challenges (e.g., experienced when developing (serious) games for children, in contrast to success stories), methodological challenges and benefits (e.g., to get the different stakeholders involved as users, testers, informants, and design partners, or to validate a serious game), management issues (e.g., related to organizing or structuring the involvement of the different stakeholders), failure guidelines, or patterns.
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